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Abstract: The work devoted to the problem of analysis and interpretation of multi-dimensional medical data
based on the generalized graphic images. The existing methods and approaches, including those proposed by
the authors were considered. The main problem of data visualization is the problem of obtaining a visual image
that is uniquely relevant to the data set. The authors propose an approach that allows to perform visualization
of the major linear structures: segment, polyline, simplex in multidimensional spaces. Presentation of multivariate
observations in a two-dimensional image (the curve) ensures that to the close by the values observation will
correspond visually similar image-curves; for very different by the values observations its image-curves will
be noticeably different. The results of applying this approach to the problems of practical medicine were
proposed: analysis of the pregnant women physiological state dynamics, identifying hidden patterns in the
structure of the physiological parameters for patients with various forms of asthma.
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INTRODUCTION The work aim was the desire to visualize the images

Currently accumulated a vast arsenal of tools to
analyze multidimensional data. The most complete
statement of the approaches we use is considered in [1-6].
In [1], there is a classification of the multivariate data
structure analysis main methods:

Data visualization: linear dimension reduction
techniques, non-linear mapping, multi-dimensional
scaling, space-filling curves;
Automatic grouping: factor and cluster analysis of
objects and attributes, hierarchical clustering, the
definition of "condensation points."

A sign put in the classification basis, showing the
experimenter involvement in the allocation of the
relationship between the studied objects and attributes
characteristics. The use of visualization techniques aimed
at finding the most impressive set of object images for
subsequent maximum use of the experimenter's visual
analyzer potential [1].

presented by numerical data and show the ability to
detect relationships between them on the basis of
observations of a set of images obtained. Note that each
original property, which can be represented in a good
case, the numeric vector should correspond to the
superposition of the fundamental properties that can
introduce  a  exposure   measure.   This  representation is
a   prerequisite    for    the     visualization   application.
The superposition, in turn, can be complex and
ambiguous nature, which allows the researcher to isolate
and amplify the qualities of the object, which, in his
opinion, are the main and leading. This fact raises the
possibility of the researcher, on the one hand, but also
forces him to act more responsibly. Thus there is a good
use of the trained optic apparatus.

The use of this method, in our opinion, leads to a
significant simplification of the imaging procedure and
helps to identify hidden relationships in an obvious way.
This allows you to not only use the method properties,
but also contributes to the integration experience of the
expert group considering a specific problem. The latter
fact increases the relevance of the proposed approach.
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Multidimensional Data Visualization, Based on
Generalized Graphic Images: Visualization techniques
allow researcher to detect features at a glance, identify
patterns and anomalies in large volumes of information.
The main problem of data visualization is the problem of
obtaining a visual image that is uniquely relevant to the
data set. In this paper the approach [7-9], which enables
the visualization of the main linear structures, is
considered: segment, polyline, simplex in multidimensional
spaces. The basis of the visualization approach is the
linear multidimensional observation A values
transformation in a two-dimensional curve f (t), . . AA

f (t), while helping to ensure that closest by the valuesA

observations A and B will meet the visually similar images
of curves f (t) f (t); for very different by the valuesA B

observations its image-curves will be noticeably different.
In this case, the most common form of presentation

is a finite space vector Rn

(1)

To go from the vector to the visual image the
functions orthonormal basis  will be used. As

such a basis, you can use the known functions, in
particular the orthonormal Legendre polynomials on [0,1],
the set of which we denote by .

In this case, the point with coordinates A =
(a ,a ,a ,...,a ) can be associated with the function:0 1 2 n–1

(2)

Formation of the vector A is  associated  with  the
data  transformation.  To  characterize  the  observed
multi-dimensional object, important role played by the
values of its coordinates. In most cases, each indicator
has its own unit of measurement and its value will affect
the form of the function F ( ). In order to eliminate theA

effect of unlike-looking indicators, influenced on function
F ( ), you must go to dimensionless units by one of theA

known methods. It should be mentioned that the
indicators inclusion order in the vector A, will also affect
the form of the function F ( ). The difference between theA

formulas (1) and (2) is that for the vector A from (1) there
is only analytic representation, while for the function F ( )A

is possible a function chart representation. Between (1)
and (2) establishes a unique relationship in both
directions, i.e., one-to-one correspondence. If we
introduce the second vector

Fig. 1: Visual images of the points A and B, belonging to
the space Rn

then assigning it a function .

We assume that the functions F ( ) and F ( ) areA B

visual images of the points A and B, belonging to the
space R (Fig. 1).n

The more curves are indistinguishable from each
other, the more identical observation that they represent,
i.e., the method sets a one-one correspondence between
the lines in the data set and curves.

If you display observations curves in three-
dimensional space, using the third dimension, which is
also called "Z-dimension", the distance in the
multidimensional space or time between two observations,
can find many interesting properties. Z-axie - is an axie of
image sequence. In the simplest case the Z coordinate
value coincides with the number of the image, but this can
be given the coordinate distance value in the feature
space from the origin of the image (object).

The presented approach is implemented in the
NovoSpark Visualizer package [10], based on which the
authors have successfully resolved a number of
applications for analysis and interpretation of
multidimensional data in the social sphere [8] and
medicine [7, 9, 10].

Consider the results of the two application problems
solution that illustrate the effectiveness of the
represented multidimensional medical data visualization
method.

Analysis of the Pregnant Women Physiological State
Dynamics: As background information, we have selected
information on pregnant women and results of
corresponding laboratory and instrumental investigations
(for a detailed description the experimental data presented
in [11, 12]) The experimental sample consists of three
groups of pregnant women (30 persons) aged 18 to 44
years.
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First (control) group consisted of 10 healthy pregnant
women aged 20 to 42 years who did not receive health
measures. The second (control group) consisted of 10
pregnant women aged between 18 and 40 years who had
medical problems who did not receive a package of health
interventions. The third (main group) consisted of 10
pregnant women aged between 19 and 43 years who had
medical problems, which have various range of
recreational activities. Fig. 2: A comparison of I trimester observations

Their state change were assessed in the I and III
trimester of pregnancy on a set of some biomedical
indicators. We chose a control group as an ideal set We
choose one observation from each group:

Control group,
The comparison group,
The main group.

As you can see from Fig. 2, the main group and the Fig. 3: A comparison of III trimester observations
comparison group observations are very similar and differ
significantly from the control group observations,
indicating that the original set of pregnant women state
variables 'appropriate' for the assessment of their
condition during the complex health interventions.

Consider the observations curves in the III trimester.
Fig. 3 and 4 show that the main group observation

has approached to the control group observation and the
observation of the comparison group did not change.

This means that by the III trimester when receiving
complex health measures indicators of pregnant women Fig. 4: A comparison of ideal group
with medical problems, much closer to that of healthy
pregnant women.

Consider the implementation of the approach
proposed in [6], which allows to display the multi-
dimensional objects in the form of curves or "spectrums".
"Spectral representations" in this method emphasize the
distinctive characteristics of each curve and help to
perform more detailed study of their visual  properties.
The color palette focuses levels change of the curve
values Performing the imaginary curves on axie streamline
and looking down on the result of this operation we can
get colored stripes representing each observation Fig. 5: The spectra of the selected observations for I
spectrum [7]. The color scheme is defined by analogy with trimester
the card, which features the largest values correspond to
red colors and the lowest values correspond to the cold, Fig. 5 shows that when comparing the polychromatic
blue tones. rows each of 4 horizontal spectra built on a single

We select 4 cases of comparative (control group) and technology you can find a basis for their objective
the main groups of women in the I trimester of pregnancy. classification and comparing. For this the multi-stage
We construct the horizontal spectra of selected (multi-level) comparison procedures on quality chromatic
observations: characteristics can be used.
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Fig. 6: The spectra of the III trimester selected observations

Fig. 7: Spectral data representations on patients with different diagnoses: a) BAPI; b) BASP; c) BANP; d) PD

In the first step of such procedures is looked Patients with Various Forms of Asthma Audiovisual
dominant feature of the differences is used as the basis Stimulation Impact Analysis: Background information is
for partitioning the entire set of spectra  into  classes. data about patients with four types of diseases: non-
Thus differentiating feature may be Pr  - presence in the psychogenic asthma(BANP); asthma somatosensory1

spectra   of    the  darkest  chromatic  color  components psychogenic (BASP); psychogenic induced asthma
(in this case - purple). Then, according to the Pr , the first (BAPI); psychogenic dyspnea (PD). Urgency of the1

stage of the initial set of individual spectra observations problem, description and technology of the experimental
{1, 2, 3, 4} classes  = {1, 4} and = {2, 3} are data presented in detail in [13-15].11 12

allocated. On the second stage in the class  sign Pr  is Compare the sample data for the four forms of asthma12 2

used - presence of dark  color   components   less   than by the visual proximity of the observation spectra (Fig. 7).
the one used to formulate Pr  (in this case, dark blue). Each colour band in the spectrum corresponds to1

This feature produces a partition of  into two classes: parameters of a single patient. Color "spectra" of patients12

 = {2}  = {3}. At this stage, the possibility of with a diagnosis of BAPI and PD, as well as the BASP and21 22

further formation and use of signs similar to Pr , Pr , BANP were similar.1 2

needed  to   continue  the  classification  is  exhausted. Thus, the use of cognitive graphics revealed some
The final results of the conducted classification will be previously unknown patterns of physiological reactions
classes = {1, 4},  = {2} and = {3}. of the bronchopulmonary system in response to the11 21 22

Similarly share classes on the sample, which contains psycho-physiological effects.
6 cases of comparative (control group) and the main Similar results were obtained using the cluster
group of III trimester. analysis (Ward method) based on the package Statistica

As a result, four classes identified:  = {4, 6}, [16]. When conducting a clustering on bronchopulmonary11 21

= {1, 3},  = {5}  = {2}. system  physiological  indicators, reflecting the dynamics31 32
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of their changes after  the  audiovisual stimulation Careful design of the imaging techniques is required,
sessions revealed the following patterns. In the first
cluster  were  predominantly   patients   with  a diagnosis
of  BAPI,  the second cluster - with diagnoses of BASP
and BAPI, in the third - with a diagnosis BANP. As to
patients diagnosed with PD, then they are put in cluster
3 and 4.

Based  on   the  results  analysis  (values  for
centroids for each cluster) has been concluded that
patients from 1, 3 and 4 clusters audiovisual brain
stimulation has a similar effect - improves values of
respiration and respiratory mechanics. 

In  [16]   are   obtained   by   the  authors of
clustering results from the initial values (prior to the
session,  ABC)   physiological   parameters.  4 clusters
were  identified.  In  the   first   cluster  were mainly
patients with a diagnosis of "psychogenic-induced
asthma",  the   second   -   patients   with  non-
psychogenic  bronchial  asthma and psychogenic
dyspnea, in the third - patients with psychogenic-induced
somatic-and psychogenic asthma. Finally, the fourth was
almost the same number of each of the diseases
representatives.

CONCLUSION

The results of the study, proposed by authors can
confidently assert that the methods presented in the
paper and approaches are promising directions in the field
of multi-dimensional analysis and presentation of
experimental data.

Presentation of multivariate observations in a two-
dimensional image (the curve) ensures that objects
closest by the values of their characteristics correspond
visually similar images-curves and for very different - their
image-curves are markedly different. It is possible to
automatically classify observations to identify the most
important variables in the model to produce data
clustering, visually compare individual observation and
entire datasets and perform many other tasks in the work
with multi-dimensional data.

The spectral representation of the visual image is
more "delicate" tool, which highlights the differences and
similarities of images than conventional methods of
characterizing these properties at the level of the
numerical parameters. This enables the researcher to more
gently apply to the differences and highlight the
"similarity"  in  a  wide  range of properties. You can
ignore the overall color differences by switching to a
monochromatic representation.

which should prompt the researcher to the need to reach
and test the various assumptions, both on the basis of
professional knowledge and on the basis of the new
results obtained at the level of a particular study.
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